ATTRIBUTION GENERATOR: CORRECT LICENSE NOTICES FROM WIKIMEDIA COMMONS AND WIKIPEDIA

http://attribution-generator.org
The Attribution Generator creates the correct license attribution for all
available pictures on Wikimedia Commons and Wikipedia which are
licensed under a Creative Commons license. In order to generate your
attribution, you just need to answer three questions:
Do you want to use the picture online or in a printed publication?
Do you want to use the picture as-is or would you like to edit it?
Do you want to use the picture stand-alone or together with other
pictures?
The tool generates the license attribution according to your answers. Just
copy and paste your result to where you’d like to use it.
So far, more than 30,000 license attributions have been generated with
the Attribution Generator since its release in 2016. The Attribution
Generator is a service by Wikimedia Deutschland.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Insert die URL of a Wikimedia Commons picture
or Wikipedia article and click “Let’s Go.”

If you pasted the URL of a Wikipedia article, all
pictures contained in that article will appear.
Please choose one.

Please answer the following questions.

STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6

You‘re done!

STEP 7

STEP 8

GET IN TOUCH WITH ME!
Katja Ullrich
Project Manager at Wikimedia Deutschland
katja.ullrich@wikimedia.de
Translation?
Do you want to use or offer the Attribution
Generator in your own language? I’d be happy
to help you with your translation.

Of course, you can also generate an attribution
for online use.

You can also create an attribution for edited
pictures.

YOUR IDEAS
What do you think the Attribution Generator should be able to do in the future? Please leave your ideas here:

CREDITS
All screenshots were taken from http://attribution-generator.org.
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License attributions:
Gabriel Castaldini (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carnavalesco.jpg), „Carnavalesco“, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0/legalcode

amalavida.tv (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:A_butterfly_feeding_on_the_tears_of_a_turtle_in_Ecuador.jpg), „A butterfly feeding on
the tears of a turtle in Ecuador“, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/2.0/legalcode

